


 
 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 
  

Answer the following questions in given space:- 

Q.1 Which is the highest airport in India?     ___________________________ 

Q.2 Which is the highest battle field and the longest Glacier?  ___________________________ 

Q.3 Which is the largest Planetarium in India?    ___________________________ 

Q.4 Which is the deepest River valley in India?    ___________________________ 

Q.5 Which is the largest Artificial lake in India?    ___________________________ 

Q.6 Which is the largest River without delta in India?   ___________________________ 

Q.7 Which is the longest dam of India?     ___________________________ 

Q.8 Which is the longest passenger train route in India?   ___________________________ 

Q.9 Which is the biggest church in India?     ___________________________ 

Q.10 Which is the highest road in India?     ___________________________ 

Q.11 Which is the largest cave in India?     ___________________________ 

Q.12 Which is the highest lake in India?     ___________________________ 

Q.13 Which is the longest river in Southern India?    ___________________________ 

Q.14 Which is the longest sea beach in India?    ___________________________ 

Q.15 Which is the largest sea bridge in India?    ___________________________ 

Q.16 Which is the longest canal in India?     ___________________________ 

Q.17 Which is the biggest stadium in India?     ___________________________ 

Q.18 Which is the longest highway in India?    ___________________________ 

Q.19 Which is the state of India that have the longest coast line?  ___________________________ 

Q.20 Which is the longest river Bridge in India?    ___________________________ 

Q.21 Which is the largest animal fair in India?    ___________________________ 

Q.22 Which is the largest auditorium in India?    ___________________________ 

Q.23 Which is the largest lake in India?     ___________________________ 

Q.24 Which is the highest dam in India?     ___________________________ 

Q.25 Which is the largest desert of India?     ___________________________ 

Q.26 In India, which is the largest cave temple?    ___________________________ 

Q.27 Which is the largest zoo in India?     ___________________________ 

Q.28 Which is the largest mosque in India?     ___________________________ 

Q.29 Which is the India’s highest peak?     ___________________________ 

Q.30 Which is the highest Hinnel in India?     ___________________________ 

Q.31 Which is the largest delta of India?     ___________________________ 

Q.32 Which state of India has the maximum forest area?   ___________________________ 

Q.33 Which is the longest corridor in India?     ___________________________ 

Q.34 Which is the highest waterfall in India?    ___________________________ 

Q.35 Which is the longest road in India?     ___________________________ 

Q.36 Which is the largest museum of India?     ___________________________ 

Q.37 Which is the longest railway platform of India?   ___________________________ 

Q.38 Which is the highest Gallantly Award in India?   ___________________________ 

Q.39 Which is the most popular city of India?    ___________________________ 

Q.40 Which is the largest public sector bank in India?   ___________________________ 
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